
1. Navigate your internet browser to 

https://www.dmdc.osd.mil/milconnect/

2. Sign In
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3. Log in with your CAC
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4. Click "OK"
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5. Click on "Benefits"

6. Click on "Life Insurance (SOES – SGLI Online Enrollment System)
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7. Verify individual SSN, Rank, Grade and SGLI Last Certified date

8. Click on "Continue"
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9. If Spouse is enrolled in DEERS, Spouse information will be 

present. Click on "Yes" or "No" to verify accuracy

10. Click on "Continue"
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11. After confirming Spouse information, the default view is "Your 

Coverage"; other views are "Edit Coverage", "Edit Beneficiaries" and 

"Print/Save Certificate"

12. Click on the carat next to "SGLI" and "FSGLI" to view current 

beneficiaries. If insured and have dependent children, they are 

automatically insured for $10,000 at no cost which is why they are not 

visible under FSGLI

13. If correct, click on "Confirm and Certify"; this is what needs to be done 

on an annual basis to stay within tolerance
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14. If you click "Edit Coverage" the view will change to coverage amounts 

for SGLI and FSGLI that can be chosen and will calculate the premium per 

month

15. When satisfied with the selected coverage, click on "Continue" or 

"Cancel if no change needs to be made
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16. The expanded view for each gives a summary of 

beneficiaries and payment option, amount and share of proceeds

17. If this is the initial viewing of the SOES, it is likely you will 

have to identify primary and secondary beneficiaries; to do so 

click "Add Beneficiary"

18. If what is shown is correct, click on "Confirm and Certify"
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19. Current beneficiaries are shown on the left of 

the screen

20. Asterisks indicate required information, identify 

whether Primary or Secondary beneficiary and 

input personal information and permanent 

address

21. If another beneficiary needs to be added, click 

"Add Another Beneficiary", otherwise, click 

"Continue"
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22. After inputting all beneficiaries, you will be 

taken to the "Edit Beneficiaries" screen

23. Here is a summary of all beneficiaries, 

relationship, address and share of proceeds 

distribution

24. Click on "Return to Your Coverage" to see the 

screen viewed at steps 9-11, otherwise if ready to 

sign the SOES, click on "Print/Save Certificate"
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25. Select "Certificate of Coverage"
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26. Select "Open" to view the SGLI 

or "Save/Save As" to save a copy

27. Click "Email Document" to email to 

the intended recipient
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28. Viewing the document is a 

summary of election and beneficiaries 

and date of certification



29. After inputting the recipient's email 

address and password, clicking 

"Continue" will transmit a copy of the 

SGLI and return you to the "Your 

Coverage" screen seen at steps 9-10


